Pricing Structure
Weekly
Consultancy

One day a week (or fortnight) for a school year.

$1200 per day
$800 half day

6 Session
Consultancy

6 full day sessions run over either a semester or a year

$7500 total

Single
Session
Consultancy

A single working session facilitating a staff member

Staff
Professional
Development
Workshops

Curriculum
or Literacy
Auditing

Resource
Development

Pre-recorded
Video
Professional
Development
Resource

-

can be run online, or in person

and/or group through the brainstorm and planning
process for a single focus area.
-

can be run online, or in person

A whole school or department level workshop
presentation

A comprehensive audit of current documentation and
practices completed either onsite or by distance
depending on the scope of the audit. A detailed
overview of the results and recommendations towards
an action plan will be delivered upon completion.

Individual documents created to the specification of the
school. Can include the school logo and colours if
requested.

A fully resourced and edited video for a specific staff
group and focus.
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$1500 per day
$1000 per ½ day
$300 per hour

$500 per hour

Fees vary depending
on the scope of the
audit and the time
frame required –
please request a
quote prior to
booking.
Fees vary depending
on the nature and
detail of the
documents – please
request a quote prior
to booking.

Between: $700$1000 per video
depending on length

These workshops can also be tailored to the needs of
the school – the most customised are those where a
professional development session has been undertaken
with staff and then a follow up session on the same

Student
Workshops

topic with the students (eg: determining a whole school
approach to providing feedback and then a session with
the students on how to read and use feedback in this
new model).

Fees vary
depending on the
length of the
session and the
number of
students
(particularly
relevant for writing
workshops)

VCE English sessions for students include text revision,
exam revision, writing workshops and how to answer
the criteria.
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Between:
$500-$800

